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AS MORE ROADS BECOME RIVERS. COMMUNITIES SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS

Along the coast, road flooding is ‘the top of the list’ of climate change impacts.

SOLVING AN ENGINEERING CONUNDRUM: AS COASTAL HOMES GET ELEVATED, NEW RESEARCH LOOKS AT WHETHER VULNERABILITY TO WIND DAMAGE IS INCREASING

Out of the water and into the wind? Wei Zhang and his team parse the risks.

ALONG THE COAST, RESIDENTS CONSIDER HOW TO HEED SANDY’S WARNING OF WHAT’S TO COME

Superstorm Sandy remains the frame of reference about the risks of shoreline living, brought to mind whenever a new storm threatens.

ALL RIVERS, ALL LIVES RUN TO THE SEA

Richard Telford reflects on the intersections of waterways and the world of nature writer Edwin Way Teale.

CROSSCURRENTS: CONNECTICUT SEA GRANT’S RETROSPECTIVE EXHIBITION MAKES WAVES

Reaching new audiences and building bridges with marine-themed art.
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